Now Featuring...

Make your low and medium temp products the star of the show with the new Highlight™ Merchandiser from Zero Zone. This new state-of-the-art line of reach-in display cases features taller doors and Zero Zone ChillBrite™ LED lighting, showcasing your products beautifully, making them irresistible to shoppers!

With reduced energy consumption and more robust structural integrity, the Highlight™ Merchandiser is the evolution of the Zero Zone Evolution™ series of freezers and coolers... the very merchandisers that brought quality and reliability to a whole new level in the industry.
Taller Doors ~ Enhanced Product Presentation

Reduced Energy Consumption ~ Lower Operating Costs

More Robust Structural Integrity ~ Built to Last

ALSO AVAILABLE AS A HYBRID™
Zero Zone products are built with today’s modern retailers in mind—assembled in the USA with the highest quality and innovation. Zero Zone gives you the flexibility, style, and energy efficiency you demand, while providing you with the responsive and personalized service you deserve.

“We’ve built on the strengths of the Evolution™ case and made the Highlight™ Merchandiser more robust, with enhanced visual appeal and terrific energy efficiency!”

~ Steve G., Highlight™ Product Manager